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the story of the game is set in the shinobi world, featuring many famous
characters of the series. the story begins with the defeat of itachi and sasuke,

as the fourth hokage, the leaf village is terrorized by the nine-tailed beast,
which will shape a new future for the shinobi world and the villages in it. the
game will also be based on the anime film "the last: naruto the movie". the
game offers two different ways of playing. the first one is the story mode,

where you play through the four different chapters of the game. the game is
played from the point of view of one of the main characters from the series.
during the game, you will be able to fight through all of the arenas and play

with all of the characters, while also improving your own characters, your team
and your ninja abilities. during the game, you will be able to jump between
battles in real time as well as gain new ninja abilities and customize your

characters. naruto shippuden: ultimate ninja storm 3 is the first game in the
series to feature boss battles in 3d, and players are able to play in one of three

different forms: naruto, sasuke, and itachi. while all three are playable, each
one's strengths and weaknesses are displayed when fighting in the game.

naruto, for example, has a long reach, can use fire attacks, and is very fast,
while sasuke is faster and more powerful than naruto, but has a short reach

and can only use melee attacks. lastly, itachi, as the leader of the akatsuki, has
superior speed and can use any type of attack, but lacks reach. naruto

shippuden: ultimate ninja storm 3 offers players a unique and dynamic way of
playing. with two different modes of play, even newcomers to the series can
experience the story of naruto shippuden: ultimate ninja storm 3. players can
unlock new missions and explore the world of naruto. the game features four
main characters: naruto uzumaki, sasuke uchiha, itachi uchiha, and madara

uchiha. the game also features a unique battle system, and players can play in
one of three different forms: naruto, sasuke, and itachi.
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after ultimate ninja storm 3s prologue, the console-exclusive gameplay
structure is swapped for a traditional structure in which players venture

through a series of open world chapters, engaging in the games over-the-top
ninja fisticuffs and boss battles. full bursts narrative is split into five chapters,
each comprising of several short missions. as players progress through the

chapters, they gain new abilities and learn to utilise ninjutsu techniques, often
resulting in some of the most visually spectacular sequences which the series

has seen. as previously mentioned, the title boasts a plethora of ingenious
additions. this includes a full new ninja-in-training mode, challenging players to
work their way through a series of increasingly difficult missions. that said, the

campaign is far from a tutorial. players must overcome the trials of each
mission through the use of their own proficiency, and should they fail, they can
be relived in a lighthearted survival-style mode, against a series of increasingly

challenging foes. in many ways, the story mode is the most rewarding of
ultimate ninja storm 3s two modes. however, it is also the most difficult. the
prologue is ultimate ninja storm 3s best feature. boasting some of the best

enemy ai and stealth mechanics in the series, it is the first of the games
missions which is most exciting to play. after its prologue, the story mode

continues with five separate chapters. each is more challenging than the last,
with full bursts adjustments proving to be a significant factor in this. ultimate
ninja storm 3s mission structure is also enhanced by the addition of in-game
call-outs which denote the location of objectives, and a unique feature which

will assist players in navigating the large open world. this feature enables
players to mark their location on the world map by performing a mission

objective. at any given time, players can switch from their mission objectives
and their location will be displayed on the map. 5ec8ef588b
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